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Profile: BMW G 310 R
BMW’s new bike is perfect for novice riders

BMW motorcycles have long been among the most desirable on the market, but their superior quality
and performance have traditionally come at a premium. On the other hand, the $4,750 starting MSRP
and all-around fun characteristics of the new 2018 G 310 R make it one of the BMW Motorrad’s first
affordable entry-level motorcycles.

Quality beyond price

There are two major reasons the
2018 BMW G 310 R boasts a level
of quality and finish you normally
wouldn’t expect at that price point.
The first is that it represents BMW’s
first foray into sub-500cc street
bike production. The second is that
while it was designed and
developed in Germany, it was
produced in India, making it the
first BMW motorcycle model to be
manufactured outside of the
brand’s home country. As a result,
you get a bike that meets all of the
BMW standards of quality —
evident in every panel’s precise fit
and the clean welds on the
tubular-steel frame — for less than
$5,000.

Top notch equipment

The BMW G 310 R’s exceptional value stems from more than just its quality-to-price ratio. It also
offers an impressive number of features and equipment, including a high-tech LCD dash that gives
you all the information you could need behind the handlebars: a gear indicator, shift light, bar graph
tachometer, trip computer and more. Even the switchgear on the handlebar feels satisfying to use,
and the grips and weights on the end wouldn’t be out of place on the S1000R, one of the brand’s most
upscale offerings.

Fun performance

The BMW G 310 R is motivated by a 313cc four-stroke engine that puts out 34 horsepower at 9,500
rpm and 21 lb-ft of torque at 7,500 rpm, enough to get up to 90 mph. The engine is uniquely
configured to achieve a 50/50 weight distribution between the front and back of the motorcycle, which,
when combined with the stable chassis and lightweight steering, makes for an incredibly fun riding
experience on twisty roads. The G 310 R also gets anti-lock braking as standard equipment to help
you slow down in a pinch without fear of locking your brakes.

The BMW G 310 R’s attractive styling, fun-to-ride attitude and lightweight, nimble handling are sure to
make it a hit among novice riders.
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Profile: BMW F 800 GS
A more refined ride for drivers who want to venture on- and off-road

Some bikes are made to conquer the pavement. Other bikes are made to be taken off of the beaten
track and tame the road less traveled. Then there’s the BMW F 800 GS, a motorcycle that has the
versatility to do both.

The BMW F 800 GS, BMW Motorrad USA’s sportiest offering in the vaunted GS family, is an enduro
bike that begs to be ridden both on-road and off.

Technically proficient

The BMW F 800 GS is powered by
a 798-cc liquid-cooled, four-stroke
parallel twin engine with double
overhead camshafts and dry sump
lubrication. Earning the reputation
for performance it inherits from the
BMW namesake, the engine
delivers 85 horsepower and 61 lb-ft
of torque and a max speed greater
than 125 mph while returning an
EPA-estimated 54 mpg at a
constant 55 mph speed.*

It also does diligence to BMW
Motorrad’s legacy with an expertly
crafted, tubular steel trellis frame
that is durable and reliable for
exceptional rideability. The BMW F
800 GS is underpinned by an
upside-down telescopic fork front
suspension, an aluminum
two-sided swing arm and WAD strut damping system in the rear, delivering optimal balance and
comfort.

Technological intelligence

BMW’s Ride-by-Wire electronic throttle control system delivers a smoother and more controlled ride,
while standard anti-lock braking system (ABS), available Electronic Suspension Adjustment (ESA)
and available Automatic Stability Control (ASC) deliver more comfort and confidence whether you’re
traversing the asphalt or the dirt. For more certainty off-road, Enduro and Enduro Pro modes tap the
BMW F 800 GS’s fullest potential for the highest possible performance.

A fearsome façade

A futuristic and fierce design replete with bold lines and angles delivers a complete package with the
BMW F 800 GS. The radiator cowl sports a galvanized look, while refinement of the fuel tank trim,
intake snorkel, upper mudguard and windshield help emphasize the motorbike’s finer qualities. Your
choice of three color schemes — Light White/Black Storm Metallic, Racing Red and Alpine White 3 —
finishes off the BMW F 800 GS with the style most indicative of your tastes.



There are a number of packages that make the BMW F 800 GS an even more attractive choice —
from a Premium package with heated grips and saddle bag mounts to a Low Suspension Plus
package that better accommodates shorter riders. Ultimately, if your desire is a motorcycle that can
tackle asphalt, the track and dirt roads, the BMW F 800 GS sells itself.

*EPA estimates. Actual mileage may vary.
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BMW Unveils New C 400 X Mid-Size Scooter
Meet the ultimate urban scooter

BMW Motorrad has revealed a new addition to its stable of capable scooters: the 2018 BMW C 400 X,
a mid-size scooter perfect for the world’s urban centers.

The power

The BMW C 400 X is powered by a
newly developed single-cylinder
engine, which puts strong
emphasis on efficiency over raw
power. It delivers a seemingly
modest, but still satisfying, 34
horsepower. Its design produces
low revs, efficient combustion and
low friction for an engine that
provides smooth, fun and
uncomplicated driving dynamics,
particularly since it is combined
with a continuously variable
transmission.

The body

That power is then transferred
using a stiff drivetrain swing arm
with a specially-design swing arm bearing that reduces vibrations. As for the chassis itself, the C 400 X
is supported by an aluminum die-cast tubular steel frame, with a telescopic fork suspension in the
front and a double aluminum swingarm suspension in the rear. Braking comes by way of twin disc
brakes on the front wheel and a single disc on the rear wheel. Braking is monitored by BMW’s
famous, standard anti-lock braking system as well as an Automatic Stability Control system. The
entirety of the C 400 X is designed to reduce vibration and absorb bumps for the smoothest, most
comfortable ride possible.

The looks

The C 400 X is offered as a more affordable, lighter and more efficient alternative to the brand’s
recently-debuted C 600 Sport and C 650 GT. Its design emphasizes this higher maneuverability, with
V-shape trimwork that, when viewed from the front, make the C 400 X look swift and mobile. The
mid-size scooter also takes design elements from the reliable GS, including an upright seating
posture, a suggested front mudguard, clearly-delineated painted and unpainted trim elements and the
large asymmetric LED headlight.

The technology

On top of its purely mechanical and physical attributes, the BMW C 400 X also can be equipped with
special technology features to keep riders fully connected as they blaze the urban landscape. As a
first, the C 400 X can connect the driver’s smartphone to the TFT display, allowing him or her to use it
via the multi-controller to play music, enter navigation and even make and receive phone calls.
Meanwhile, the phone itself can be stored in a charging compartment with an integrated power outlet.



Taken all together, the new C 400 X is the perfect inner-city scooter — agile, efficient, slender and
technologically advanced.
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BMW Motorrad Launches New Rider Equipment for
2018
Exclusive Rahier jacket and more join BMW’s 2018 Style Collection

BMW Motorrad is offering a new 2018 Style Collection that suits every rider’s needs, regardless of
climate or riding habits. However, despite individual differences, all items in the collection have a few
features in common: functionality, high-quality materials and meticulous attention to detail.

The most important item you can wear as a rider is your helmet, and a new one is available for 2018:
System 7 Carbon, a light and rigid helmet with exceptional aerodynamics, visibility and ventilation.
What’s more, it can be converted
into a jet helmet at a moment’s
notice without the need for tools.

Several new suits are available,
starting with the high-performance
StreetGuard touring suit, most
notable for its extensive
climate-adaptive features that
make it possible to wear in both
sweltering summer heat and in
freezing winter. For riding in the
heat, however, the Venting suit is
unbeatable thanks to its advanced
ventilation concept.

You jacket or vest needs to deliver
functionality while providing an
excellent fit under the suit during
travel. One of the new options for
2018 is the Ride series, which
includes a compact windbreaker, versatile fleece jacket and, alternatively, an enhanced version of that
jacket made with a high-tech textile called Phase Change Material (PCM), enclosed in micro
capsules. This jacket adapts to the current temperature to maximize your comfort in a wide range of
climates. Also available is the Cool Down vest, which creates a continuous cooling effect via
evaporation once it has been moistened.

One of the highlights of the 2018 Style Collection is the exclusive VentureNeon jacket that pays
homage to Gaston Rahier, the famed winner of the Paris-Dakar rally. Only 1,000 jackets will be made
available. They feature elaborate embroidery elements as well as shoulders and sleeves in luminous
orange.

Gloves and boots are just as important as helmets and outwear, and they make up a large part of
BMW Motorrad’s 2018 rider equipment collection. The waterproof Allround gloves’ versatility make
them ideal for touring riders while the Rallye gloves’ superior grip make them a prize when going off
road. Arguably the most impressive are the GS DRY enduro gloves, which use GORE-TEX X-TRAFIT
technology to make them both waterproof and breathable, a combination previously believed to be
nigh impossible. Finally, the Ride sneakers deliver style and comfort when touring around the city
while the VentureGrip crossover leather boots offer versatility for everything else.



From trendy accessories and stylish leisure wear to high-end performance equipment and comfortable
gear, the BMW Motorrad’s 2018 Style Collection offers everything riders need to make 2018 their best
year yet.
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